
Rakego
Folding brackets that let 
you build upwards and fold 
downwards with style
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No one should have to worry about not having 
enough space. Rakego makes it easy to create more 

The brackets are easy to fold, can be mounted on 
different angle positions and are made for both 
vertical and horizontal lids. And, the soft close 

The easy way to maximize space 
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Evolved from our old and golden products, this series 
includes folding brackets that are nothing like other 
folding brackets made for small spaces. Thanks to its 
elegant, slim and telescopic design, these products 
will never be outdated.

It will never go out of style
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have been put through various tests in harsh 
conditions to ensure the highest quality. They 
withstand loads up to 140 kg. With great strength, 
they last for years – sometimes even for a lifetime. 

It won’t break
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You don’t have to look any further. In order to 
make it easy to maximize space, the Rakego-series 
includes folding brackets for all kinds of tables and 
countertops no matter the space, size or loading. 

A thousand possibilities 
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Safe and sound 

safety standards and the subtle details make the 
products reliable and secure to use. 



The hinge

For optimal durability and look -  use the matching 
Rakego hinge. Same indespicable quality and 
design as the Rakego folding bracket.



Some basic facts about Rakego

Made of aluminium (AA6061)

Available in anodized natural and anodized black. 

Evenly distributed load from 60 to 140 kg. 

Unfolded lengths from 150 mm to 549 mm. 

Has optional matching hinges. 
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Since 1976 we’ve been designing and manufacturing folding 
brackets to manufacturers around the world. Brackets that may 

We believe in sustainability, in creating solid products that do 
not let our customers down. Our products hold the highest 
quality, which shows in both the materials and the design. They 
feature smart solutions and are constantly put through further 
improvement and rigorous testing. Cause even though we’re into 

about development as ever.  

Apart from providing products, we gladly lend you a hand 
when it comes to everything from design to construction and 
service. We love challenges, are willing to take on even the most 

match. We’re a one stop shop. 

Folding brackets to maximize 
your space with style



For questions or more information about the Rakego 
series, contact us at info@rocaindustry.com 

rocaindustry.com


